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ABSTRACT
This paper studies a new robust constrained minimum output 
energy (CMOE)-based blind detector for multicarrier code 
division multiple access (MC-CDMA) systems. The proposed 
receiver intends to minimize the receiver’s output energy while 
preserving the components of the desired user. By imposing 
quadratic weight constraints, the CMOE detector is made more 
robust against signal modeling errors, and a better performance 
over the standard CMOE detector is obtained. Steady-state 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) analysis of the 
blind CMOE detector and the minimum mean-squared error 
(MMSE) method with training sequences is presented. 
Numerical results show that the performance of the new robust 
detector is comparable to subspace-based method using exact 
singular value decomposition (SVD).  
1. INTRODUCTION 
MC-CDMA was recently proposed as an efficient multicarrier 
transmission scheme for supporting multiple access commu-
nications [1]. It combines CDMA and orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques. It has received 
considerable attention because of its advantages in frequency 
diversity, multipath fading resilience and etc [2]. 
Similar to conventional CDMA systems, MC-CDMA is an 
interference-limited system. It is rather sensitive to multiple 
access interference (MAI), which arises from the other users 
signals transmitted using the same frequency band. In [3], Honig 
et al proposed a blind linear MMSE receiver, called the CMOE 
detector, for MAI suppression in CDMA systems. The CMOE 
detector minimizes the receiver’s output energy while preserving 
the components of the desired user in the received signal. Under 
ideal conditions, it has a performance close to the exact MMSE 
solution [4]. Also, it can be conveniently implemented using the 
standard RLS algorithm of )( 2MO  computational complexity 
( M  is the length of the spreading code).  
However, it is found that the performance of the CMOE 
detector will considerably degrade due to channel estimation 
error and other possible types of signal mismatch [5] [6]. In this 
paper, a robust CMOE detector with quadratic weight constraint 
is proposed for MC-CDMA systems. This technique is a simple 
and effective method for improving the robustness of the 
detector with respect to signal modeling errors. A CMOE-based 
channel estimator is also presented, where the channel can be 
estimated blindly by solving the minimum eigenvector of a 
matrix. Subspace-based blind MMSE receivers [7] are also 
investigated to compare the performance of the CMOE-based 
and subspace-based methods. The performances of the subspace-
based MMSE detector using the exact SVD and the robust 
CMOE detector are found to be comparable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
describes the principle of MC-CDMA systems. Section 3 is 
devoted to the robust CMOE receiver, while SINR analysis is 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives the numerical examples, 
and finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
2. SYSTEM MODEL 
We consider a MC-CDMA system for uplink transmission from 
the terminal users to the base station. Fig. 1 shows the structure 
of an MC-CDMA transmitter. The original data stream of the 
kth  user is first converted into P  parallel data sequences. Each
serial/ parallel (S/P) converted output spreads with a spreading 
sequence of length M . The data chips after spreading are S/P 
converted into M  parallel subcarriers. The total PMN   chips 
are modulated by the IDFT and converted back into serial data. 
The cyclic prefix is inserted between symbols to avoid inter-
symbol interference caused by multipath fading. Let T  be the 
symbol duration of the original data stream, and sT  be the one at 
the subcarrier, then it has TPTs  . The frequency separation 
between the successive subcarriers is sTf /1 ' . The complex 
equivalent transmitted signal of user k  can be written as 
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where kP  is the chip energy, 
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b  is the transmitted thi  data bit 
in the thp  data stream, 
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c  is the thm  chip of the given 
spreading sequence, and )(t\  represents the rectangular pulse 
waveform. Note that there are P  data streams for the kth  user, 
and the data bits on different streams use the same spreading 
sequence. In order to achieve the maximum frequency diversity, 
the subcarrier separation for )(
,
n
pk
b  is sTPf /
'  ' . The kth  user’s 
signal )(tsk  propagates through a frequency-selective Rayleigh 
fading channel with L  received paths. The channel is 
represented by a time-variant impulse response  
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where k  is the user index, )(, tlkD is the lth  path gain which is 
independent zero mean, complex Gaussian random process, and 
lk ,W  is the propagation delay for the lth  path, respectively.  
In MC-CDMA systems, because of the large symbol 
duration, each subcarrier approximately experiences flat fading. 
Assume that there are K  simultaneous users in the system, all 
using the same selection of P  and M . At the receiver, the 
signal is sampled at a rate sTN / , the samples corresponding to 
the cyclic prefix are discarded, and a DFT of size N  is 
performed. For simplicity, we will consider a synchronous 
model, where all the users arrive at the same time. The received 
signal TpMPpp iyiyi )](,),([)( )1(  y after DFT operation 
with respect to the data symbol )(
,
i
pk
b  can be given as 
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where (for convenience, the subscript i  is omitted) pkb ,  is the 
data symbol corresponding to the pth  data stream; kP  is the 
chip energy; pk ,h  denotes channel frequency response, whose 
element is 1,,0),(
1
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1
0
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T
pMPpPp ],,,[ )1(  KKK n  denotes complex additive white 
Gaussian with zero mean and variance 2vV .
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Fig. 1. Transmitter structure for MC-CDMA. 
3. ROBUST CMOE DETECTION 
In practical applications, the estimated effective signature wave-
form 0
~
d  generally contains errors. In addition, the covariance 
matrix is estimated from a finite number of the observed data. 
The performance of the standard CMOE detector will degrade 
greatly due to these two advert factors [3] [5]. Robust CMOE 
detectors are thus desirable to overcome the signal modeling 
errors. One simple and efficient method is to impose quadratic 
constraints on the norm of the weight vector )(nw . Without loss 
of generality, the subscript p will be omitted from Eq. (3), and 
user 1 is the desired user. The CMOE detector with quadratic 
constraints then can be formulated as follows 
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where 10  O  is the forgetting factor, and 0d  is the effective 
signature waveform of the desired user. To meet 1)( 0  dw n
H , a 
vector qw  is defined as 
1
000
)(  dddw Hq . A reasonable 
constraint value is 
2
0 2 qT w . The solution to the constrained 
optimization problem in Eq. (4) is given by 
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Inspired by the approach in [9], we propose an algorithm to 
compute the diagonal loading E  given a quadratic constraint 0T ,
and to implement RLS updating for Eq. (5). For small E , the 
term 11)(  yRǿ E  can be approximated using the first two terms 
of its Taylor series expansion, i.e., 111)(  | yy RǿRǿ EE . With 
this approximation, Eq. (5) becomes 
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We get )~~1/()~( wwvww Hr | EE . When w~  does not satisfy 
the norm constraint, we can solve the following equality for E ,
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where
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~
vw  rTa , ]~~([2 20 wvw rTeb
H  , and 
2
0
~
w Tc . The solution of the diagonal loading E  should be 
real, non-negative value. More details of choosing the value of 
E  from Eq. (7) are presented in [9]. An appropriate solution of 
Eq. (7) is )2/()4(( 2 aacbeb  E .
A RLS algorithm for updating the weight vector )(nw  in 
Eq. (5) can be summarized as follows: 
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Next, we consider a CMOE-based channel estimator. For a 
standard CMOE detector, the ideal solution is give by [3]  
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The resulting minimum output variance of the CMOE detector is 
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We can minimize the reciprocal of Eq. (9) with respect to 0d  to 
maximize the signal components at the receiver output,  
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Consider a channel with L  multipaths, and 0g  is the channel 
impulse response. It has 00 gFh m , where 
LM
m
uCF  is a 
DFT matrix. We then have 000 gˆFCd m , where 0C  is the code 
matrix of the desire user, and 0gˆ  denotes the estimation of 0g .
Therefore, minimizing Eq. (10) with respect to 0g  yields 
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It can be seen that the channel estimate 0gˆ  is the eigenvector 
associated with the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix ȍ .
4. SINR ANALYSIS  
In this section, the steady-state SINR of blind CMOE and 
training MMSE detectors both with RLS adaptation rule will be 
presented. Assume that the transmitting symbols among the 
users are zero mean and i.i.d. sequences. Consequently, we have 
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output SINR is defined as )/()( wRwwRw in
H
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HSINR  . Under 
ideal conditions, the CMOE detector maximizes the output SINR, 
that is, )( 0
1
00 dRd
 in
H
opt PSINR .
Steady-state SINR for RLS adaptive blind CMOE detector:
The mean value )}()({ nnE s
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steady-state SINR of the RLS adaptive CMOE detector can be 
obtained as 
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Steady-state SINR for RLS adaptive MMSE detector:
In this case, the exponentially windowed RLS algorithm chooses 
)(nw  to minimize the cost function 
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The weight error correlation matrix )(nK  is given as [10]  
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RLS adaptive MMSE detector is given by 
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The steady-state output SINR given in Eq. (14) and (19) is 
consistent to the formulations in [9], where the SINR is defined 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Numerical simulations have been implemented to illustrate the 
performance of the proposed robust CMOE detector. We 
consider a synchronous MC-CDMA system in uplink channels 
with random spreading sequence. The quadratic constraint is set 
as 
2
0 5.1 qT w . SNR is defined as the average transmitted bit 
energy to noise ratio 2/ vkP V . The multiple access interferers 
(MAI’s) are 10-dB, i.e., 10/ 0  PPk . The scalar ambiguity of the 
blind channel estimator is compensated with a complex constant, 
which makes the first element of the estimation p,0hˆ  and that of 
the true channel vector p,0h  identical.
,,,
First, the steady-state performance of the detectors is 
investigated. We set 32 M  and 3 P . A multipath channel 
with six paths is considered. The channel coefficients are 
randomly generated complex values. The simulation results are 
averaged over 200 Monte-Carlo trials. Fig. 2 shows the channel 
estimation error of the CMOE-based and subspace-based 
channel estimators. The normalized channel estimation error is 
measured by 
2
,0
2
,0,0 /
ˆ
ppp hhh  . To recursively implement 
the subspace-based channel estimation, QR inverse iteration 
noise subspace tracking algorithm [11] is adopted. It shows that, 
at high SNR, the CMOE-based channel estimator has a similar 
performance to the subspace-based method. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
output SINR of the different linear MMSE detectors versus input 
SNR. It can be seen that the SINR performance of the proposed 
robust CMOE detector is much better than the CMOE, and it is 
comparable to that of the subspace-based blind MMSE detector. 
Next, a slowly time-varying channel with 6 L  Rayleigh 
fading paths in indoor environments is considered, where the 
multipath intensity profile decays exponentially. The maximum 
Doppler frequency ( Df ) is 52 Hz corresponding to a terminal 
speed smv /3  with a carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz. The 
subcarrier spacing ( f' ) is 312.5 KHz, and the time duration at 
the subcarrier is sTs P2.3 . Hence, the normalized fading rate is 
410664.1 u sDTf . We average simulation results over 500 
Monte-Carlo trials. Fig. 4 depicts the BER comparison for the 
CMOE detectors and the subspace-based receiver. To save 
simulation time, we set 16 M  and 8 P . Again, it can be seen 
that the robust CMOE detector performs much better than the 
CMOE detector and the performance is comparable to the 
subspace-based method.  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a robust CMOE blind detector for MC-CDMA 
systems is proposed. By imposing quadratic weight constraints, 
the CMOE detector is made more robust against signal modeling 
errors, and a better performance over the standard CMOE 
detector is obtained. A convenient adaptive implementation of 
the robust CMOE detector is presented. Steady-state SINR 
performance of the blind CMOE detector and the training 
MMSE method is also presented.  
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